Scavenger Hunt For the Senses
For Creative Kids and Adventurous Adults

Work with friends or fly solo to collect examples of the ideas below. Take photographs with your phone or store what you find in your memory. Remember: there’s no one answer!

TIP: Answers are all around you! Consider natural, human-made, and architectural elements for inspiration.

TRY A NEW PERSPECTIVE
- soar in the sky
- on land or in water
- stretch high or crouch low

TEXTURE
- soft
- hard
- rough
- smooth

ILLUSION
- far away into near
- tiny into huge
- huge into tiny

SCENTS & SMELLS
- humans or animals
- soil, plants, or water

PATTERN
- shapes & colors
- lines or cracks
- light & shadow

SONG
- rhythms
- noises
- music

TAKE IT FURTHER
Edit your photos and videos: apply filters, add colors and textures, alter the speed. Can you make your photos look completely different?

EXPLORE MORE AT HOME
Try this scavenger hunt again at home. How does a change in location alter the experience?